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Abstract: Advancements in cultural informatics have significantly influenced the way we perceive,
analyze, communicate and understand culture. New data sources, such as social media, digitized
cultural content, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, have allowed us to enrich and customize the
cultural experience, but at the same time have created an avalanche of new data that needs to be
stored and appropriately managed in order to be of value. Although data management plays a central
role in driving forward the cultural heritage domain, the solutions applied so far are fragmented,
physically distributed, require specialized IT knowledge to deploy, and entail significant IT experience
to operate even for trivial tasks. In this work, we present Hydria, an online data lake that allows
users without any IT background to harvest, store, organize, analyze and share heterogeneous,
multi-faceted cultural heritage data. Hydria provides a zero-administration, zero-cost, integrated
framework that enables researchers, museum curators and other stakeholders within the cultural
heritage domain to easily (i) deploy data acquisition services (like social media scrapers, focused
web crawlers, dataset imports, questionnaire forms), (ii) design and manage versatile customizable
data stores, (iii) share whole datasets or horizontal/vertical data shards with other stakeholders,
(iv) search, filter and analyze data via an expressive yet simple-to-use graphical query engine and
visualization tools, and (v) perform user management and access control operations on the stored
data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first solution in the literature that focuses on collecting,
managing, analyzing, and sharing diverse, multi-faceted data in the cultural heritage domain and
targets users without an IT background.

Keywords: cultural heritage; big data management; data lake; data store; analytics and visualization;
open source

1. Introduction

In the last few years Cultural Informatics (CI) has surfaced as a new promising domain that
constitutes the socio-technological approach to understand, represent, communicate and re-invent
cultures and cultural institutions [1]. CI may also be used in a disruptive fashion, aiming to change the
way we understand and experience our cultural heritage [2], by enabling us, for example, to create
personalized museum experiences [3,4], to discover facets and stories from new or existing cultural
heritage data [5–7], or to create inter-linked cultural data repositories [8–11]. While performing these
tasks, CI are creating an avalanche of data, produced by a vast number of related activities such as
profiling of or feedback from museum and cultural venue visitors [12–15], social media activity (e.g.,
posts and comments) related to cultural events [16–23], papers and specialized conferences on the
topic [24–27], and raw data on cultural objects such as artifact descriptions [28–31]. This data is typically
fragmented and distributed among the different stakeholders, while the data management solutions
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that are involved vary greatly, ranging from simple spreadsheet files for the less tech savvy to typical
data stores such as relational databases [32–34] or semantically richer knowledge bases [9,10,35,36].

From the above, we can conclude that data management is a key technological factor that drives
the Cultural Heritage (CH) domain forward [35,37], but the data management solutions applied so
far are fragmented, physically distributed, heterogeneous, non-aligned and require specialized IT
knowledge to deploy and operate (e.g., [38–40]). Moreover, the asynchronous nature of the data
acquisition process itself poses new challenges in the collection, organization, and processing of
the relevant data [37]. Proposed solutions for data storage of cultural information (e.g., [9,10,35,41])
usually require significant computing infrastructure, which is not easy to obtain or maintain, and the
constant support and active involvement of IT experts even for trivial tasks, like creating a graph from
the given data, updating the produced statistics, or incorporating a new data source/set. Typically,
reconfiguring an existing solution for reuse in another setup or setting one up from scratch for the
specific cultural data management problem requires (i) time-consuming meetings between scientists of
different disciplines trying to understand each other’s needs and goals, and (ii) resource-consuming
IT infrastructure that calls for outsourcing to IT specialists and regular maintenance/upgrades to
keep up with technological requirements [42]. Due to these issues, a great number of stakeholders
(such as small museums or humanities research groups) that lack the resources for infrastructure
and/or computing expertise still rely on outdated approaches like (i) storing their data in spreadsheets
or raw files, (ii) sharing their data with colleagues through email, cloud uploads of zip files, or even by
snail mailing electronic copies in removable media, and (iii) analyzing the data via sub-standard tools
and trial software. Such practices create, in turn, other concerns like data freshness/integrity issues
due to versioning, issues with the significance of reported results due to data scarcity/fragmentation,
and even ethical issues like unequal access to data and resources [43].

In this work, we present Hydria, a novel free online data lake meant for acquiring, storing, organizing,
analyzing and sharing heterogeneous, multi-faceted cultural heritage data. Hydria and all the provided
functionality (given in detail in the following sections) are fully developed by the authors by resorting
to open source tools. The data lake architecture [44] adopted in the design of Hydria enables the
direct incorporation of heterogeneous information that has been recorded in dispersed formats,
while specialized processing engines ingest data without compromising the data structure, making it
available for tasks such as visualization, mining, analytics and reporting. In this sense, the proposed
system targets primarily the functional requirements posed by the cultural informatics domain,
and enables researchers, curators and other stakeholders within the cultural informatics domain
to easily acquire, manage and share data/knowledge within Hydria.

Thus, the Hydria system proposed in this paper is an innovative, integrated framework that
enables users with no prior IT knowledge to (i) setup and launch, in an easy and transparent way,
data acquisition services like topical focused crawlers, social media monitors, web scrapers and dataset
imports, (ii) collect questionnaires and other types of user input data by resorting to several built-in and
customizable data entry forms, (iii) record, organize and manage collected data by storing them in different
data stores (called data ponds in the Hydria terminology), (iv) share whole data sets or horizontal/vertical
data shards via a powerful publish/subscribe mechanism that notifies users when other data ponds
store data of interest, (v) search and analyze data by using a powerful yet simple point-and-click
mechanism that performs queries on the stored data and extracts the requested information in several
formats/outputs such as histograms, pie charts, (heat) maps, (stacked) bars/columns, area charts and
various file types (like CSV/TSV and raw), and (vi) perform basic and advanced user management tasks
(such as manage users, assign user privileges and permissions, perform access control on data and
data ponds). All services are designed for usage by non-IT experts and are configured/executed by
resorting to step-by-step wizards, contain in-context explanations for the different system functions
and provide online help with examples.

The contributions of this work are three-fold:
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(i) We put forward Hydria, an online, free, zero-administration data lake that offers both fundamental
and advanced user and data/knowledge management functionality for big cultural data
management. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system that focuses on collecting,
managing, analyzing, and sharing diverse, multi-faceted data in the cultural heritage domain and
allows users without an IT background to deploy, populate, and manage their own data stores
within minutes, alleviating the need to rely on expensive custom-made solutions that require IT
infrastructure and skills to maintain.

(ii) We present the architectural solutions behind the proposed system, discuss the individual module
technologies and provide details on the module orchestration. We also describe several novel
services that include automated data harvesting from the web and social media, integrated user
input collection via standard and customizable data types, easy to perform data analysis and
visualization, publish/subscribe functionality to facilitate sharing of different facets and data
shards, and access control mechanisms.

(iii) We advocate the appropriateness of our approach for the cultural heritage domain and showcase
different scenarios that highlight its usefulness for cultural data management.

From the argumentation presented above, it becomes clear that a free online system in
the form of a data lake that is meant for acquiring, storing, organizing, analyzing and sharing
heterogeneous, multi-faceted cultural heritage data would be a valuable asset to several different
cultural heritage applications such as museum curation, user study management, bibliographical
analysis, dataset management, and data integration. Moreover, such a system would be an invaluable
source to many cultural informatics projects that either lack the resources or lack the IT expertise to
design and deploy their own software and/or hardware infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Subsequently,
Section 3 presents the overall system architecture and outlines the different modules as well as the
respective services, while Section 4 provides an indicative case study during the Alpha testing phase
of Hydria within the TripMentor project [45]. Section 5 presents various application scenarios in the
cultural heritage domain and discusses how different stakeholders may benefit from using Hydria.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this article and provides future research directions.

2. Related Work

In this section, we overview related research approaches that (i) are associated with the data
acquisition and knowledge extraction for the cultural heritage domain based on social media,
(ii) present the most prominent solutions in information systems meant for cultural heritage, and (iii)
include museum and/or user recommendation information systems intended to improve visitors
experience in cultural venues.

2.1. Social Data Management in the Cultural Heritage Domain

As an ever-growing number of social networks users constantly post opinions about cultural
venues (by publishing reviews, describing their perceived experiences, using check-ins, subscribing to
upcoming events, etc.), high volumes of data/content of great interest to cultural heritage applications
is generated within popular social media platforms. The work presented in [16,17] aims to bridge
the social media and cultural heritage domains and shows a way to stimulate history reflection by
assembling games, social networks, history, and culture. In [20] the authors introduce the notion of the
prosumer; the term refers to people that, besides consuming information, also produce new content
when visiting cultural sites. A prominent paradigm in this line is the HeritageGO system proposed
in [18]. HeritageGO tries to convert raw cultural heritage data coming from countries with a vast
amount of cultural PoIs into meaningful digital information; towards this effort, the authors present
social networks users as the main data harvesting lever and use metric quality models to filter the
acquired data.
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The approaches presented in [19–23] focus on improving cultural tourism and enhancing the
visitors’ experience by enriching the information concerning historical sites, monuments and other
cultural PoIs with social media content, which is uploaded by social networks users and obtained using
web mining techniques. To do so, identification methods that use geotagged multimedia data from
social networks or location-aware services and sensors (e.g., GPS) attached on tourists’ mobile devices
have been implemented, while classification tools are used to rank the most relevant cultural heritage
landmarks with respect to the user context (e.g., location) to render smart interactions among tourists
and the cultural surrounding. The work presented in [46] proposes a Twitter big data-centric solution,
which acknowledges a collection of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) focusing on the quantity metric
evaluation of cultural heritage sensitivity as interpreted by Twitter users, by merging natural language
processing, semantic methodologies, location reports and time inspection.

Regarding the use of multimedia content in the cultural heritage domain, [47] is a prominent work;
the authors describe the main aspects of multimedia social networks (MSNs), present the interactive
system GIVAS, and highlight its importance to archeologists, cultural heritage researchers and tourists,
as it consists a multimedia cooperative framework for managing, exploring, visualizing and sharing
cultural heritage data. In [30], the author discusses how published multimedia data (especially videos)
concerning cultural heritage venues and gathered from social media are of great importance to field
consultants for generating 3D models (by using structure for motion methods).

PATCH [48] is a portable system able to harvest cultural heritage content from distributed and
heterogeneous sources (such as social networks), to supply its users with profitable and personalized
information and services based on their interests and their surroundings, and to provide data
management, retrieval and analysis services. This system is the most conceptually and functionally
similar work to the Hydria data lake; however PATCH was designed for the needs of a specific project
and applied to a particular research study, while our work is an online, free, zero-administration data
lake that offers both fundamental and advanced user and data/knowledge management functionality
in the cultural heritage domain, able to be customized for the requirements of any cultural heritage
project, and addresses all users, without requiring any IT background/skills.

2.2. Information Systems for Cultural Heritage

Information management in the cultural heritage domain concerns a cycle of organizational
activity: the acquisition of cultural content from one or more sources, the storage and distribution
of this data to those who need to evaluate it, and its final disposition through archiving. Over the
years, many solutions aiming at the management, sharing and analysis of cultural heritage information
have been proposed, while other investigations have tried to classify the variety of software tools
and systems associated with the vast amount of data in the cultural heritage domain. The authors
in [35] perform an itemized categorization of software tools and systems used in the cultural heritage
area, associated with both spatial and temporal data. The contribution in [42] aims at exploring and
classifying knowledge organization systems that are used in the cultural heritage field, while it applies
extensive qualitative evaluation to the most prominent ones.

The work presented in [38] introduces the notion of smart space as a software development
approach that enables creating service-oriented information systems for emerging computing
environments for the Internet of Things (IoT), and considers the different principles to semantic-driven
design of service-oriented information systems. In a similar spirit, [39] presents the ExhiSTORY
infrastructure and discusses how sensors and the IoT can be used in cultural heritage sites so that
exhibits communicate with the visitors towards generating rich, personalized, coherent, and highly
stimulating experiences. In [49], a number of separate streams and current systems functionalities
are examined through the usage of the European EU-CHIC framework, in order to achieve optimal
suggestions for enhancing the management of cultural heritage data. The CHIS project [36] points at
constructing an information system to assist operations that involve different user types in the cultural
heritage domain, offering a scientific advancement that can improve personalized services in a business
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environment. The research in [50] focuses on mobile software development for cultural information
educational purposes and presents how mobile device users can be well-informed about cultural
heritage sites when they visit them.

On the basis of several studies carried out on cultural landscapes in a spatial-planning
perspective, [51] discusses the potential and limits of Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
for supporting the territorialization of multidisciplinary landscape analysis for the management
of a site of the UNESCO world heritage list, and proposes an approach for a GIS responding to
landscape-oriented studies. Two similar approaches that propose a 3D representation of cultural
objects, in order to facilitate researchers in determining both the relationships between data and the
spatial relationships between cultural information, are presented in [31,52].

Recommendation systems are very popular in many scientific domains; in the cultural heritage
field, recommendation systems constitute powerful tools that may help users improve their experience
in cultural venues/PoIs. The work in [53] proposes that guidelines and recommendations should be
used in all cultural infrastructures in Poland, associated with technical perspectives of digitization
(such as technical and structural metadata, rules series, parameters and formats). The work in [54]
describes an info-mobility recommendation system, coined TAIS, that assists tourists while traveling.
TAIS can interpret user actions, uncloak their preferences, and suggest cultural sites in respect to the
users’ current locations (while also providing possible transportation means). The approach in [40]
concerns a (big data) architecture that is able to host applications that retrieve data of the cultural
heritage field from distributed and heterogeneous repositories; the authors introduce an innovative
user-focused recommendation method for cultural element proposal to be applied on top of the
data management infrastructure. Finally, the work in [41] introduces a novel ontology-based user
method, pointing at improving personalized suggestions and users’ visit experience by learning their
background and interests.

2.3. Information Systems for Museums

In recent decades, a great number of cultural institutions (e.g., museums or national archives)
integrate information systems in order to catalogue and document their exhibits, disseminate cultural
information from their web sites and/or deliver informal education to their audience. Moreover, many
information systems applied in institutions use Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)
technologies aiming at enhancing tourists’ experiences. The Digital Diorama [55] is a Mixed Reality
(MR) system applied to museums focusing on rendering more features than existing dioramas in
museum exhibitions, by prefetching background information. The work in [56] aims to enrich visitors’
experiences in museum exhibitions by introducing a multichannel information system. The work
in [57] introduces a virtual informal education system for the well-known ancient illustration of
“Qing-ming Festival by the Riverside”, by using VR technology to generate a wide, captivating,
and responsive virtual environment. The work in [58] elaborates on the installation and integration of
information systems in museums, identifying four success factors for relevant projects, while stressing
the fundamental differences between museums and commercial companies. The approach in [59]
describes the formulation and the adaptation of an AR-based system tailored for museum supervision;
this research aims to narrow the gap between man and machine by applying instinctive as well as
user-friendly synergies in an omnipresent computing environment. In a similar direction, TOMS [60]
is a collaborative semantic-based system developed to provide sharing services of a vast variety of
cultural heritage multimedia content between national museums in Thailand.

Personalization systems emphasize on tailoring a service or a product in order to accommodate
particular individual preferences; presently, many museums and cultural institutions adopt
personalization systems in order to offer custom-fit guidance and thus improve visitors’ experiences.
The work in [13] proposes a multimedia information system that is able to support multiple display
devices, is built on top of an application server hosting plentiful digital content, and is presented to
visitors in respect to their particular requirements. In [14], the authors demonstrate Future Worlds,
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a knowledgable game-based environment for cooperative feasibility investigations in science museums
that is able to dynamically identify and adjust visitors’ specific preferences while touring in the
exhibition. The approach in [15] puts forward a web intelligent virtual assistant-based service for
virtual museum explorations that can advance suggestions in respect to the museum exhibits and
tailored to user’s choices. In a similar spirit, [61] discusses experimental results obtained towards
personalizing a museum visit based on gaming, using an approach relying on users’ cognitive style,
social networks, and recommendations. In [62], the authors, trying to connect cultural heritage,
games and social networks, design social network games to be used for accomplishing user profiling
and supporting museum visits; the games are also presented in a generic framework in cultural
heritage. Finally, in [3], the authors investigate the use of indirect profiling methods through a visitor
quiz, in order to provide the visitor with specific museum content, identify key profiling issues,
and discuss guidelines towards a generalized approach for the profiling needs of cultural institutions.

Other works adopt different technological approaches, such as location-aware or spatial methods,
in order to provide particular tour guidelines to their visitors. In [63], the authors investigate the
practical usage of GIS as a tool, while inspecting how museums can adapt GIS technologies in separate
operating zones. The work in [64,65] demonstrates a similar approach of a 3D information system,
developed to manage cultural heritage information, which provides information layers that link with
the exterior environment of the artifacts, following a similar to the GIS solution, in order to allow
relationships between individual items.

To the best of our knowledge, Hydria is the first system that focuses on collecting, managing,
analyzing, and sharing diverse, multi-faceted data in the cultural heritage domain and allows users
without an IT background to deploy, populate, and manage their own data stores within minutes,
alleviating the need to rely on expensive custom-made solutions that require IT infrastructure and
skills to maintain.

3. System Architecture

The Hydria data lake allows users to (i) harvest and/or import data from structured and
semi-structured data sources, (ii) collect user input data by resorting to several built-in and
customizable data entry forms, (iii) store and manage collected data by organizing them in different
big data management data stores (called data ponds in the Hydria terminology), (iv) share whole data
sets or horizontal/vertical data shards via a powerful publish/subscribe mechanism that notifies users
when other data ponds store data of interest, (v) search, filter and analyze data by using a powerful yet
simple point-and-click mechanism that performs queries on the stored data and extracts the requested
information in several visual representations and outputs, and (vi) perform basic and advanced user
management tasks on the stored data. In Hydria, data ponds are custom-made database collections that
are used to conceptually group data within a specific cultural heritage application. Figure 1 provides a
high-level view of the system architecture, of the different services and functionalities implemented,
and their conceptual organization within the Hydria data lake. In what follows, we present in detail the
different services and modules that comprise the Hydria ecosystem and briefly outline the functionality
and added value of each module.
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Figure 1. Hydria data lake architecture.

3.1. The Data Acquisition Module

Information of interest to many cultural heritage applications are present in many different
websites ranging from online encyclopedias like Wikipedia [66], online digital libraries like
Europeana [67] or DBLP [68], to portals and directories like governmental sites on culture
(e.g., Odysseus [69], the portal of the Greek Ministry of Culture and Sports) and WikiCFP [70]. However,
presently, a lot of data/content of great interest to cultural heritage applications may be also discovered
within popular social media like Facebook, TripAdvisor or Twitter. A vast number of people (of
any origin, language or educational profile) have accounts in (typically more than one) social media
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platforms, and use them to post their opinion about cultural heritage venues by publishing reviews,
to describe their perceived experiences by uploading posts, to designate favorite destinations and
provide useful points of interest (PoIs) by using “check-ins”, or to keep up to date by subscribing to
upcoming events hosted by different types of venues [71–73].

To cover this widespread need for data acquisition within the cultural heritage domain,
Hydria provides a flexible yet powerful Data Acquisition module that is conceptually separated
into two distinct submodules:

(i) The Data Harvesting submodule, which allows Hydria users to setup and deploy automated data
collection crawlers and web scrapers (spiders) that are able to navigate the web and popular
social media platforms, discover and harvest content of interest, and store the harvested data to
the Hydria data lake. The Data Harvesting submodule is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.1.

(ii) The Structured Data Input submodule, which allows Hydria users to import whole datasets into
Hydria and collect user input data by exploiting several built-in and customizable data entry
forms. The Structured Data Input submodule is elaborated on in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1. The Data Harvesting Submodule

The Data Harvesting submodule implements several distinct services that may be invoked by
Hydria users to initiate automated data collection. At the heart of this submodule lies the web scraping
service that extends the basic components of the open source web scrapper Scrapy [74,75] for scraping
social media content. Currently, the web scraping service supports two of the most popular social
media platforms, Facebook and TripAdvisor, while support for more is under development. Setting up
the web scraping service only involves providing the initial seed URLs from the aforementioned social
media; the service automatically recognizes which social platform and what type of data (e.g., venues,
PoIs, reviews) is targeted for data harvesting and launches the appropriate web scrapper instance.
To tackle user privacy issues that may arise during spidering, the web scraping service provides no
spidering options for individual users (i.e., one cannot scrape user pages) and supports only the
collection of aggregate values and fields that are general enough so that no person may be identifiable
by reasonable means. The data flow process is controlled by the scrapper execution engine that is
responsible for the data flow between all components of the Hydria system and is summarized below:

1. The engine receives a scrape request, which is a custom-made class that is used to parse responses
and extract scraped data, and pushes it to the scheduler for later use; then the engine expects to
read scheduled tasks from the Scheduler, in order to process them further.

2. The scheduler performs scheduling on the available requests and returns to the engine the next
request to be further processed (downloaded). Then, the engine forwards the request to the
downloader through an appropriate message broker. When the page download is completed,
the downloader creates a response and forwards it back to the engine via the message broker.

3. Once the engine gets the response, it moves it to the spider for processing through the message
broker. When the spider processing is over, the scraped data are returned and new requests are
sent to the engine via the message broker.

4. The engine initially passes the scraped data to the item pipeline, which is the software that is in
charge of processing the data after they have been extracted by the spiders, then dispatches the
processed request to the scheduler and subsequently awaits the next request to scrape.

5. The above steps are performed iteratively, until no more scheduled requests are available.
Note that all the extracted items are temporarily pushed in a persistent local data store (one per
initiated scraper).

This procedure can be applied straightforwardly on plain HTML pages that are received from
the server; however, to enhance the user experience, practically all major social media sites employ
JavaScript, making their content more interactive. This practice, however, poses challenges to the
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scraping procedure; to overcome these challenges, we have also developed a JavaScript handling
service by adapting and integrating the Selenium library [76]. The Selenium library provides a useful
tool for data harvesting and web scraping: the Selenium renderer uses a web browser engine to render
a given URL and mimics human behavior on the web page. This allows the web scraping (and the
crawling) service to interact with JavaScript functions that exist on the target website (e.g., infinite
scrolling) and avoid unnecessary hold-ups in the spidering process. The JavaScript handling service
uses the Google Chrome web driver for the Selenium renderer.

Apart from spidering popular structured social media platforms, the Data Harvesting submodule
contains also a focused crawl service that is designed to perform thematic crawls on the clear web with the
purpose to discover new resources that may contain cultural heritage data of interest. From the Hydria
user side, setting up the focused crawling service only involves providing a relevant (to the task) query
(e.g., “cultural heritage” or “archeological museum”) that will be used to produce the initial crawl
seeds. The underlying crawling infrastructure is based on the ACHE crawler [77], one of the most
popular focused crawlers [78] available, which prioritizes URLs in the crawl frontier and categorizes
the crawled pages as relevant or irrelevant using machine learning-based techniques. To direct the
crawl towards topically relevant websites (i.e., websites with content relevant to cultural heritage)
we use an SVM classifier, which is trained by resorting to an equal number of positive and negative
examples of websites that are used as input to the model builder component of ACHE. Subsequently,
the seed finder [79] component is used to aid the process of locating initial seeds for the focused crawl
on the clear web; this is achieved by combining the pre-built classification model with the topic-related
user-provided query discussed above. Since the crawled websites may be anything from blog posts to
organizational web pages and do not have a predetermined structure (unlike the social media pages),
the collected content is only parsed to remove HTML markup and is stored as raw text in the Hydria
data lake.

Finally, the Data Harvesting submodule contains two auxiliary services (namely data parsing and
feature extraction) that are used to extract textual content and features from the harvested websites.

3.1.2. The Structured Data Input Submodule

Apart from the crawling and web scraping functionality that were presented in the previous
section, Hydria also supports structured data input via the relevant submodule. Structured data
input supports several services that provide users with the necessary functionality to (i) import
data from a structured CSV/XML/JSON formatted dataset, (ii) create (in a stand-alone data pond)
a questionnaire-style form that may be used in surveys and the associated user answers, and (iii)
reuse all or part of these questionnaires via the creation and management of templates. Each of
the aforementioned services is associated with a data pond that is created to allow users to manage
the stored data (more details about data pond creation and management are given in Section 3.2).
To achieve this functionality, the Structured Data Input submodule implements several distinct services
as follows.

The Dataset Import service is used to automatically load/store a structure dataset into a Hydria
data pond; the service automatically matches the columns of a CSV/XML/JSON tagged file with
the pre-specified data pond fields and for each data item (typically a row in the CSV file or element
under the root of the XML/JSON document) a new record is created and stored in Hydria under the
corresponding data pond. Notice that this service may be also used as a separate stand-alone step
for importing harvested web/social media content that has undergone processing outside of Hydria;
i.e., when the harvesting task is over, the user may select to process the downloaded content outside
of Hydria and subsequently manually load the result of this intermediate processing into a separate
data pond.

The rest of the available services target the creation of questionnaire-style forms that allow Hydria
users to create and store data collection tasks that involve electronic input of end-users into structured
forms (e.g., surveys, end-user evaluations, museum experience records, etc.). In order to facilitate
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data pond creation and reuse of common parts between constructed questionnaires, Hydria supports
(via an appropriate template management service) the creation and use of templates that can be shared
or reused between different data ponds. This functionality is native in Hydria and is tightly coupled
with (i) the creation, maintenance and analysis of data ponds (described in detail in Section 3.2) and (ii)
the access control mechanism for the different data ponds (described in detail in Section 3.5).

3.2. The Data Management Module

The Data Management module supervises the creation, editing, organization and management of
the data ponds, and performs all necessary storage and retrieval operations to the database back-end
(i.e., manages the stored data related with a specific data pond or a specific record). It supports a
flexible, adaptive and intuitive way for designing and composing a data pond or a data pond template.

The Data Management module employs several different services that allow Hydria users to
create and edit data ponds. Such activities are supported by an easy-to-use wizard mechanism that
guides the Hydria user through the whole process. Building a new data pond/template involves
defining a title and a description for it; subsequently the user specifies the different fields for the data
pond (i.e., the attributes to be stored) by providing for each field its textual description and its type.
According to the selected attribute type, hidden fields or dialogs appear for inserting more specific
information about the attribute (e.g., if the attribute is of type multiple choice, the user has to fill up a
list of values or select one of the existing template lists). The available data types that currently Hydria
supports are as follows: title (this field is not fillable, although it is used to separate data pond sections),
text, integer, decimal, date, multiple choice, picture drawing, image file, and complex data types.

Complex data types are a construct provided to allow for more efficient modelling of cases where a
group of fields appear multiple times within a document, across different documents in the same data
pond, or even across documents in different data ponds. Examples of such cases may be interpretations
of cultural items (with each interpretation having an author, a summary, and extended analysis and
supporting documents, and each cultural item being potentially subject to multiple interpretations),
or company addresses (each address consists of a street name, a number, a city, a zip code and a
country, and a single company may have multiple addresses). To introduce a complex data type, a user
needs to provide the specification of a recurring attribute with more than one fields. Please note that
the complex data type definition may be subsequently modified to change the attribute order and/or
edit or delete a specific attribute by using the corresponding controls on the wizard; any changes are
reflected to data ponds using the modified complex data type. The advantages of creating and using
complex data types include better data modelling, increased flexibility in the design of data ponds with
complex/recurring attributes, elevated knowledge capture capabilities and, consequently, the ability
to formulate more expressive and semantically rich queries.

To ensure data consistency across data ponds and to enhance data integrity and input validation,
Hydria natively supports the following two features:

(i) Hydria allows users to share data pond templates by supporting the reuse of all or a part of data
pond fields (e.g., demographic data in questionnaires) across different data ponds. To promote
this functionality, the data pond creation service prompts the user to consider reusing one of the
available data pond templates before creating a new data pond.

(ii) Hydria provides users with the ability to dynamically create, store and edit drop-down lists of
elements. To do so, the user specifies a unique name for the drop-down list and enters the list
elements. Subsequently, when defining a multiple choice field (i.e., attribute), the user needs to
set the data type to multiple choice and either select one of the stored drop-down lists from the
pop-up window or dynamically create a new one that is thereafter stored along with the other
drop-down lists for further (re)use.

Finally, notice that Hydria has no direct policy on how one stores or uses the stored data. This is
particularly important in the case of evolving data(sets) where the user has many different options
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to store, monitor, or analyze data evolution. In particular, she has the option to create different data
ponds for different snapshots of the data, use different fields to model data evolution within the data
pond, or store solely the differences between various data snapshots.

3.3. The Data Analysis Module

The Data Analysis module supports search, filtering and analysis of the data stored in each
data pond of the Hydria data lake. It provides a powerful yet easy-to-use data manipulation
and query mechanism that allows users to formulate queries against the data ponds involving
selection, projection, grouping and ordering operations through simple point-and-click interaction
and without requiring any background knowledge of SQL (Figure 2). The provided mechanism
also contains in-context explanations for the different data analysis elements and provides online
help with examples. This functionality is targeted mainly towards users with limited relevant
experience. Besides analyzing each data pond, the module also offers data extraction and visualization
functionality in a variety of different formats such as histograms, pie charts, (heat) maps, (stacked)
bars/columns, area/mekko/bubble charts, scatter plots, and various file types (like CSV/TSV and raw
text). The implemented data visualization component involves a three-step process where the user (i)
defines the type of the chart to be exported, (ii) specifies the base dataset by selecting the data pond
and the data pond field(s) that will be used to create the chart, and (iii) may apply filtering conditions
(restrictions) on the chosen dataset.

Figure 2. Filter and project records.

3.4. The Publish/Subscribe Module

The Publish/Subscribe module is essentially an efficient and easy-to-use collaboration tool that
allows users to share their collected datasets (or parts of them), as well as to discover and access
datasets of other users within the Hydria ecosystem. This tool is not intended for use by the Hydria
system end-users (i.e., people participating in a Hydria survey, or museum visitors that provide
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feedback via a Hydria questionnaire), but rather targets other user categories like curators/super-users
(see Section 3.5 for a detailed description of the Hydria user roles). Using this functionality involves
the following two-step process:

1. A user may use the data pond search functionality to look for data ponds stored within the
Hydria data lake that satisfy a given keyword query; after selecting one or more data ponds
that are included in the result, she may send a subscription request to the owner of the specific
data pond(s) asking for permission to access the data pond’s schema definition, i.e., the list of
attributes of the data pond, their descriptions and data types. If the owner of the data pond
accepts the subscription request, the user is eligible to access the data pond’s schema definition.

2. After examining the data pond schema, the user may decide to request access to specific attributes
of the data pond at record level. In this case, she may select one or more attributes of the targeted
data pond and send a follow-up subscription request to the owner of the data pond. Once the owner
receives the new request, she is able to either deny, accept the request as is, or remove any of the
attributes that should not be shared at record level, and confirm the sharing of the remaining ones.

When both stages have been completed, the user is able to access the subscribed records for
preview, incorporate them into her own data ponds, or create charts and visualizations using the data
analysis and visualization tool. Moreover, the subscribed user will be notified whenever new records
that match her subscription are incorporated in the subscribed data pond.

3.5. The User Management Module

The User Management module is responsible for performing basic and advanced user
management tasks, such as manage users in the Hydria community, assign user privileges and
permissions, and perform access control on data ponds and the stored data within them. It supports
the following three types of users:

(i) System administrators, who are able to access, create, edit, preview, delete and filter all the data
ponds and records that are stored in the data lake; they are also capable of managing all types of
Hydria users, as well as the user-role assignments.

(ii) Power users, who are typically curators in charge of one or more data ponds in the Hydria
ecosystem. They are typically able to create new data ponds, initiate the collection of data
from different online sources such as social media, the web, existing datasets, or end-users via
questionnaires and surveys. They have access privileges in the data ponds that they create and
in the records within these data ponds; they may analyze, filter and visualize the stored data,
and collaborate with other power users in Hydria in the context of data sharing. A power user
may also request to link specific end-users to new or existing data ponds.

(iii) End-users, who may participate in surveys and questionnaires issued by Hydria power users and
view/edit their own data; an end-user is neither allowed to create new data ponds, nor to view
data of other end-users within the same data pond. They may, however, use the analysis tools to
perform limited analysis tasks on their own contributed data.

Figure 3 presents the UI for the creation of a new user from the administrator point of view in Hydria.
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Figure 3. User creation form.

3.6. Implementation Aspects

Hydria has been entirely developed by open source software. The Data Acquisition module
uses the Linux/Apache/MariaDB/PHP (LAMP) solution stack for temporary storage of the extracted
data and was developed using Python tools [80]. The rest of the modules were built by using the
Laravel Framework [81] and use the Linux/Apache/PostgreSQL/PHP (LAPP) solution stack as
the back-end database infrastructure. Also, many of Hydria functionalities were developed using
JavaScript/JQuery/AJAX.

4. The TripMentor Case Study

In the context of Alpha testing the Hydria platform, we made the system available to partners
within the TripMentor project [45] that aims at creating a tourist guide for the region of Attica,
Greece. The partners had varying levels of IT expertise, ranging from relatively experienced to very
experienced, and were asked to use Hydria for collecting, storing, and managing data relevant to the
project, by deploying the different services offered by Hydria and using the functionality provided.
In the following, we report the results for this case study, as these were drawn from field observations
as well as from the analysis of usage logs and collected data.

The TripMentor partners used Hydria to navigate within TripAdvisor [82] and Facebook [83]
and detect content relevant to the tourism domain; the interest of focus was primarily points of interest
(PoIs) located in the Attica region in Greece, due to the nature of the TripMentor project. The data
retrieved was stored in the Hydria data lake, and the stakeholders involved used Hydria functionality
to design the necessary data ponds, modify selected data records, mine and visualize information from
the stored data, and export files for further analysis.

4.1. Data Harvesting

To crawl the web for content and data relevant to the TripMentor project, the integrated ACHE
crawler was used within the Hydria environment. To set up the crawler, a number of relevant pages
within the domain of interest were used as seed URLs; such URLs included tourist articles and blog
posts related to cultural and tourist activities in the Attica region. To implement the page classification
required by ACHE, different features of the page URL, title and content were exploited, which were
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determined after an examination of the patterns followed by the pages in different social networks.
For instance, for the TripAdvisor spider the following features were used:

(i) The page URL was matched against the regular expression patterns .*/attraction/.*
and .*/attica/.* (note that in Hydria regex expressions are case insensitive), using the
url_regex classifier type, since the URLs of the PoIs in TripAdvisor start with the word attraction
and contain the name of the region (Attica, in our case).

(ii) The page body was matched against the regular expression pattern .*/greece/.* using the
body_regex classifier type, to ensure that the word Attica found in the URL actually refers to
the Greek region (and not e.g., to the Attica city in the State of NY).

Similarly, for the Facebook crawlers patters from the seed URLs were exploited; for instance,
to identify the activities available in the city of Athens, Greece (which is located in the Attica region),
the seed URLs start with the string Things-to-do-in-, which is followed by the city name (Athens),
and this is in turn followed by the name of the country (Greece).

Notably, a multitude of additional operators are available for more complex classification
tasks, which include matching of the title (title_regex classifier type), combination of regular
expression matches through the AND and OR operators, or using machine-learning-based text classifiers
(SVM, Random Forest) using the title_regex classifier type.

Having collected the seed URLs, six distinct spiders were developed, in an effort to cover a
wide spectrum of events and many different scopes; four of them targeted data harvesting from the
Facebook platform, while the remaining two were deployed over TripAdvisor. Table 1 summarizes the
outcome of the data harvesting process.

Table 1. TripMentor-related data ponds records after Hydria harvesting process.

Data Ponds Records

facebook_venues 10,405
facebook_posts 139,880

facebook_comments 203,523
facebook_events 150

tripadvisor_venues 6869
tripadvisor_user_reviews 298,769

4.1.1. Facebook Spiders

In this section, we discuss the deployed Facebook spiders for the TripMentor case study and
present some initial statistics and insights on how the Hydria social media spiders may be used within
the cultural informatics context. Please note that the spiders and data ponds were setup and deployed
by the TripMentor project partners; our statistics and observations are based on usage logs and the
schema analyzes of the data ponds used to store the collected data.

The first spider, which constitutes the initial setup within Hydria, was deployed over Facebook
and extracted a total number of 10,405 different PoIs in the Attica region; a time period of approximately
48 hours was needed to conclude the data harvesting operation, and the collected PoIs are categorized
as shown in Table 2. For each of these venues, the spider retrieved and stored in a Hydria data pond
the following fields from the related Facebook profile pages: the venue name, the venue unique ID
as stored in the Facebook platform, the hours/days of the week that the venue is open to visitors,
the venue website, the venue phone number, the registered email address, the physical address of the
venue, the total number of check-ins for the venue (i.e., the visitor traffic), the average review score
of the venue, the venue category, and the geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the
venue. Please note that all the collected data were about venues and cultural events, and no personal
or user-specific data were harvested or stored.
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Table 2. Different PoIs in the Attica region extracted by the first FB spider.

Venue Category # of PoIs

Arts and Entertainment 2116
Breakfast and Brunch Restaurants 114

Cafe 2854
Hotels 778

Landmarks 614
Museums 210

Parks and Outdoors 712
Restaurants 3007

Having retrieved the PoIs unique IDs from the previous process, a new spider that generated the
venues profile page URLs using the venue IDs was created and launched within Hydria for a subset of
the collected PoIs (approximately 1.7 K PoIs). The spider was then deployed and collected around
140 K posts related to the targeted PoIs in a time frame of around 168 h (one week). All retrieved posts
were stored in a separate data pond within Hydria, along with the following metadata: The post unique
ID, the profile source of the post, the profile that shared this post, the upload date of the post, the post
text, the total number of reactions and the number for each individual reaction type (e.g., likes), and the
URL of the post. Notice that posts and the collected post sources refer to venues and cultural events
and are not related to persons or personal data, while the collected reactions correspond to aggregate
numbers and cannot be traced back to individual users. In particular, regarding the information on the
profile that shared the post, only the id of the profile was collected and transformed using an one-way
function, hence the data cannot be associated with the original profile; however maintaining the ability
to determine whether two posts were posted by the same user profile.

By using the generated venue profile page URLs, another spider was setup and executed within
the Hydria environment; it employed 587 seed URLs and was able to retrieve around 240 K user
comments within a time frame of 168 h (one week). The collected data was also stored in a separate
Hydria data pond and contained fields like: the date that the comment was posted, the total number
of the reactions in each comment, the comment text, and the comment URL. Notice that the collected
comments and the related metadata do not contain user information or personal data; no user IDs
were collected and our logs show that all user references in the comment text were deleted by using
the Hydria text cleaning (regex-based) functionality.

Next, profiles of venues that are known as major event organizers were used as initial seeds to
bootstrap and launch an event harvesting spider that was able to extract a few hundred upcoming
events and their relevant event cards. The seed URLs were identified by the TripMentor stakeholders
by manually inspecting the collected venues and using tacit knowledge regarding the major event
organizers in the region of Attica. Again, the harvested data were stored in a separate Hydria data pond,
with the fields stored within this data pond including the event name and date(s), the physical address
of the event, the number of people interested to visit this event, the URL of the event, the unique
identifier of the PoI where this event was found, the unique identifier of the event, and the text
description of the event. Please note that only aggregate numbers on the number of individuals
interested in the event are harvested and no personally identifiable information is either collected or
stored within Hydria.

4.1.2. TripAdvisor Spiders

In this section, we discuss the deployed TripAdvisor spiders for the TripMentor case study;
this set of spiders is used to showcase the versatility and usefulness of the data harvesting component.
As with the Facebook spiders, we had no control over the TripAdvisor spiders deployed and the data
ponds created; all setup, deployment and data manipulation was done by the TripMentor project
partners. The statistics and metadata presented in this work were drawn from usage logs and the data
pond schemas.
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The first spider was setup and deployed over TripAdvisor aiming to extract PoIs in the Attica
region; after a runtime of around 48 h, it collected information about 7 K different PoIs, belonging
in a vast variety of different categories (as identified by the respective TripAdvisor field) including
monuments, museums, landmarks, natural reserve sites, parks and water parks, different types of
restaurants, cafes, etc. For each one of the collected PoIs, the following fields were stored in the Hydria
data pond: the venue name in different languages, the overall venue review score, the total number
of venue reviews, the ranking of the PoI with respect to other PoIs of the same category in the same
broader area (e.g., “4th out of 10 restaurants within the district”), the categories that this PoI appears
in, the physical address of the PoI, the PoI phone number, and the TripAdvisor URL of the PoI.

Subsequently, a spider to collect the individual user reviews (without the associated user
information) for the 7 K venues/PoIs that were previously harvested was created. After setup
and deployment, the spider was able to extract around 300 K individual user reviews in a time
frame of around 120 h (five days); the fields of each review that were detected and stored in the
respective Hydria data pond are: the review title, the review text, the date of the review, and the
review score (in the TripAdvisor bubble format). For the purpose of better understanding the user
background, the spider also collected anonymized information about each user that posted a review.
This data does not contain any personally identifiable information and was limited on purpose to
the following general fields and aggregate metrics: the user country of origin, the total number of
user votes (rounded to the nearest ten), the total number of TripAdvisor contributions (rounded to
the nearest ten), general user tags (like “history lover”), and generalized age ranges of users. Notice
that this information is common among a vast number of TripAdvisor users and cannot be used to
personally identify an individual.

The spider examples presented above show only a fraction of the functionality that is available
within Hydria. Apart from focused crawlers to crawl the Web for relevant pages and Facebook or
TripAdvisor spiders to harvest data from the respective social media sites, Hydria also provides Twitter
monitors. These monitors use the Twitter [84] search or stream API to perform keyword-based filtering
of published tweets; all retrieved tweets may be subsequently stored in appropriately configured
Hydria data ponds for further processing.

4.2. Importing Datasets and Adding/Modifying Records

Besides automated data harvesting, Hydria also offers a file import service (as described in
Section 3.1.2) that allows users to easily import their own datasets into a Hydria data pond. In our case
study, we asked partners from the TripMentor project to use the file import tool to incorporate a new
CSV dataset into Hydria. One of the project partners responded and reported that they used Hydria
to store a home-brewed list of tourism stakeholders (who could be interested in the project results)
in a Hydria data pond. The imported dataset consisted of several hundreds of individual records
of companies and stakeholders operating in the tourism sector alongside their contact information,
and was shared with the rest of the TripMentor partners by defining the appropriate access rights.

Subsequently, other project partners were able to browse the created data pond with the
tourism-related companies and add or modify records as needed by filling out the different data pond
fields, tagging records with notes for the data pond curator, and save any desired changes in the specific
data pond. Figure 4 gives an overview of the aforementioned data pond; at the top of the figure, controls
providing access to all available data pond functionality are presented to the user. Figure 5 shows the
add record tool where the user may insert individual records, providing data for a multitude of fields of
different types (free text; number; drop-down lists; complex types; and an image field).
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Figure 4. A data pond example.

Figure 5. Manual record creation.
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In this figure, we can observe the use of the complex data types feature, to design groups of input
fields which may also be recurring. For example, in the aforementioned dataset the curator may select
to use a complex data type to jointly represent longitude/latitude information (under the complex
type named “coordinates”), or branch information (comprising fields “branch name”, “address”,
“phone” and “email”). Additionally, the curator may use the latter complex type (branch information)
as a recurring input field, to model contact information about a company that has multiple branches.
Recurring input fields effectively model the master-detail relationships between parent and child
objects (one-to-many relationships). In the future, we plan to support more complex data types, such as
voice and video recording, time-series and streaming data.

4.3. Reusing Data Ponds and Data Pond Templates

To support the reuse of all or a part of a data pond (e.g., the contact details) between different
data ponds, the notion of data pond templates is introduced in Hydria. When a curator creates a
new or edits an existing data pond, Hydria prompts her to (re)use one of the available data pond
templates; Figure 6 presents the editing of a data pond with seven different data type fields from the
administrator’s UI.

Figure 6. Data pond editing.
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4.4. Visualizing Information

Having populated the Hydria data ponds with data concerning different TripMentor needs
(e.g., PoIs and related information from Facebook and TripAdvisor spiders, and tourism stakeholder
data), the TripMentor partners were able to search, analyze, filter and visualize the stored data by using
the powerful yet easy-to-use Hydria data analysis module. The analyzed and visualized information
is presented in Figure 7 and is entirely produced using tools provided within the Hydria environment
(i.e., no external visualization modules were used to create the graphs shown).

Figure 7. Graphs produced by the TripMentor data.

More specifically, the top left graph in Figure 7 presents a pie chart with the different PoIs in the
Attica region grouped by venue category, while the graph in the center of Figure 7 provides a bar chart
with the total number of Facebook reactions vs. the number of love reactions on posts created for the
different venues in the Attica region. Both aforementioned graphs visualize the data harvested in the
context of TripMentor from Facebook spidering. The rest of the graphs presented in Figure 7 visualize
the data extracted from the TripAdvisor social network; the bottom left graph shows the age range
of the users that checked in or commented about different cultural venues in the Attica region in a
donut chart; the bottom right diagram presents a bar chart with the most popular (self-assigned) user
tags of users who have visited at least one PoI in the Attica region in Greece; and the geo graph in the
top-right corner of the figure presents the geographical location of origin (at country granularity) of
the visitors of the PoIs within the respective data lake.

Notice that the visualizations in Figure 7 present only a meaningful sample (in the context of
the examined case study) of the available data processing and visualization capabilities of Hydria;
these capabilities extend to include numerous additional graph types (as enumerated in Section 3.3
above), export to different formats such as raw/CSV/TSV, and many more.
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5. Indicative Application Scenarios for Hydria

In this section, we provide four distinct application scenarios that demonstrate the versatility of
Hydria and highlight its usefulness in diverse cultural heritage setups.

5.1. Hydria for Curators

In this application scenario let us consider Auguste, a curator for a small regional museum who
wants to collect data that include mentions of the museum he is responsible for from various online
social networks, and perform simple sentiment analysis on these mentions to understand what the
visitors like or dislike about the museum. Since the museum resources are not sufficient for maintaining
an IT department or acquiring the necessary computational resources, Auguste resorts to manually
skimming through scattered visitor reviews on various social media (e.g., Facebook, TripAdvisor,
Google reviews) and regularly searching Twitter to get an overall feeling of the visitor opinions about
his museum. Of course, as this is a constantly evolving process, he has to personally search for new
useful reviews and take into account recent unexpected events (e.g., a power outage that disappointed
many first time visitors) that may drive review scores adrift.

Clearly, Auguste would greatly benefit from an online, free, and powerful information system that
would allow him to create and launch automated social media harvesting tools able to monitor popular
social platforms and store content (e.g., posts, tweets, reviews) in a transparent way at an online,
easily accessible data store. Such a system would allow him to access the stored data, perform the
required opinion analysis, and easily visualize the results into different types of graphs to be used for
press and media releases.

5.2. Hydria for Researchers

On another scenario, Nikki, member of a humanities research group, wants to perform an analysis
of how particular events in European history are perceived by citizens of different European countries
and record reflections of individuals on those events. This survey is part of a European effort and
involves a large consortium of researchers of different disciplines; as Nikki’s group is coordinating the
survey, she is also responsible to set up the platform for the collection and processing of survey data.
Nikki cannot use any of the popular survey creation tools as they do not support access control to the
data and user management (each consortium partner should only have access to the data they collected,
with the exception of the coordinator who should be able to access all data). She finally decides to
contact an IT company and explain the needs and specificities of the survey. Subsequently, her group
would need to buy and maintain a costly IT infrastructure onsite to host the developed solution and,
possibly, hire an IT professional/company to keep both the system and the infrastructure up to date.

Clearly, Nikki and her group would benefit from accessing an online service that would allow
her to create and deploy such a platform in a fast, free, and effortless way; this system would be a
valuable tool beyond anything currently supported. After the platform creation, Nikki will be able to
create and manage the users of the deployed platform and define access control policies. These users
will then be able to login and either input questionnaire data, or directly provide the survey subjects
with appropriate credentials that would identify the owner of the input. When the data collection
phase is completed, the survey coordinator (i.e., Nikki’s group) may use the available searching and
filtering techniques to issue appropriate queries, export data of interest for analysis (e.g., to tools like
SPSS), and visualize the findings of the analysis in an easy and intuitive way. Since Nikki’s group is
coordinating the survey, it has access to all inserted data, while other groups’ access is restricted to the
data policy enforced.

5.3. Hydria for Data Scientists

Sophia is a computer scientist working in an organization that provides support in the construction
and maintenance of a collaborative home-brewed database for cultural heritage applications. In this
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context, Sophia is responsible for the curation of the database and the enrichment/integration
with existing Web resources like DBpedia [85] and various online thesauri (e.g., the Getty Art &
Architecture Thesaurus [86]) using both manual/crowdsourced and automatic techniques [87,88].
As this knowledge base is continuously evolving, monitoring its quality over time becomes an essential
task. Having access to an appropriate information system that is able to support publish/subscribe
functionality for alerting of possible events or data inputs of interest would allow Sophia and other
data scientists to subscribe (with appropriate textual and attribute constraints) and get notified about
(i) spurious and/or unusual input in the collaborative database, (ii) the creation/evolution of different
schemas used to represent various data facets, and (iii) the trending of specific terms or attributes in
the database. Such functionality would be an invaluable tool that would simplify database moderation,
as Sophia would, for example, be notified about (i) an unusual database update action that mistakenly
records the “Benaki Museum” in Attica, Wyoming, instead of Attica, Greece, (ii) a new published
dataset on European History of Art containing appropriate metadata for exhibits located in museums
that are already using the system for storing collection specific information, or (iii) a new research topic.

5.4. Hydria for End Users

Finally, Matteo is an under-graduate student from an Information Studies department writing
his thesis in contextual reasoning for cultural heritage applications. Matteo is mainly interested in
retrieving scientific publications on his topic of interest, following the work of prominent researchers
in the area, and studying the evolution of the field over time. Due to the particularities of his research
field (i.e., focused but interdisciplinary topic, heavy mathematical background), he regularly resorts
to online resources—like the DBLP digital library [68] and WikiCFP [70] portal—to search for new
relevant areas, to study and map the evolution of the field in terms of scientific papers and related
venues (like conferences and workshops). To do so, it is required to periodically download relevant
datasets from these sites (e.g., the raw DBLP data of all indexed papers), filter them to maintain only
relevant information and store them for further processing (e.g., perform timeline analysis on the new
available data). Even though searching for interesting/related works this week turned up nothing,
a search next week may return new information or even new datasets. Clearly, an information system
that is able to (i) easily integrate several online digital sources, (ii) incorporate new datasets, (iii)
analyze and visualize the analysis results, and (iv) capture his long-term information need (using
publish/subscribe functionality) would be a valuable tool that would allow Matteo to save both time
and effort.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

We have presented Hydria, the first online, free, zero-administration platform that offers both
fundamental and advanced user and data/knowledge management functionality for big cultural
data and targets users with little or no IT background. Hydria enables the direct incorporation of
heterogeneous data that has been recorded in dispersed formats, while specialized processing engines
ingest data without compromising the data structure, making it available for tasks such as visualization,
mining, analytics and reporting. Thus, a system in the form of a data lake meant for acquiring, storing,
organizing, analyzing and sharing multi-faceted cultural heritage data constitutes a valuable asset to
several different cultural heritage applications such as museum curation, user study management,
bibliographical analysis, dataset management, and data integration.

In this work we discussed the architectural solutions behind the proposed system, outlined
the individual module technologies and provided details on the module orchestration. We also
described several novel services that include automated data harvesting from the web and social
media, integrated user input collection via standard and customizable data types, easy to perform
data analysis and visualizations, publish/subscribe functionality to facilitate sharing of different facets
and data shards, and access control mechanisms. Finally, we advocated the appropriateness of our
approach for the cultural heritage domain and showcased different scenarios that highlight Hydria’s
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usefulness for cultural data management. We continuously develop new functionality to support
more import/export formats and more sophisticated data types, perform user studies to improve
usability and document additional user needs, incorporate more data analysis tools and simplify the
data analysis procedure, and incorporate versatile data streams from sensors and IoT devices.

Currently, Hydria is running on a commodity server and is dealing mainly with the TripMentor
project needs; however, the long-term plan is to release it as a free service to any interested parties.
This entails tackling several important issues that include scaling, platform viability and impact
measurements. Regarding scaling, we plan to reshape Hydria before releasing a free public version of
the system; the intended reshaping includes modifying some system components to be cloud-native,
so as to provide resource elasticity and exploit the benefits emanating from cluster computing
infrastructures. Platform viability and maintenance after the end of the project is a typical issue
in applied research; we plan to actively pursue new funding that will allow us to continue the
development and extension of Hydria. Moreover, the open source ecosystem of tools used to build
Hydria allows us to release it as an open source project to the development community to further
aid project maintainability. Finally, appropriate impact measurements are an important direction
that will drive and affect both the large-scale deployment and the viability of the platform. Hydria,
as also usually happens with many research prototypes, is not directly involved in generating revenue,
so impact measurements could involve KPIs such as user base, data quality, application versatility,
release efficiency, and system reliability.

The work presented in this paper has several implications for both practitioners and researchers.
At practical level, it introduces a tool that empowers its users to access, interrelate, analyze, share
and visualize multi-faceted data harvested from structured or semi-structured sources, through an
intuitive graphical interface, without the requirement of any IT skills. While the implemented system
targets the cultural information domain, it can be straightforwardly adapted to any domain where data
sourced from social networks and the linked open data (LOD) cloud need to be harvested, managed,
analyzed and shared, such as the marketing, political and social analysis domains. The Hydria data
lake may also contribute the data pond contents to the LOD cloud, reciprocating from social networks
and the LOD cloud through the provision of unified and integrated datasets. The sharing mechanisms
of the Hydria system can be leveraged to provide persistent identifiers and automatically register data
ponds (or parts of them) that are characterized as “public” to searchable directories, adhering thus to
the FAIR data principles [89].

Regarding the research dimension, the architectural paradigm of Hydria, which is a key factor
to its success, can be adopted in other classes of systems that offer services to non-IT experts, such
as scientific data analysis systems or business data analysis systems. The proliferation of systems
based on the architecture of Hydria will accelerate the development cycle of analysis and visualization
algorithms that are suitable for non-IT experts, since the extension of the prospective user base
will facilitate gathering of relevant requirements and allow the collection of richer testing and
evaluation feedback.

Another research direction for the Hydria platform is to extend cooperation between users
beyond data sharing, to include expertise finding among the users of Hydria for advice seeking or
joint execution of tasks requiring diverse areas of expertise (e.g., multidisciplinary tasks). To this end,
algorithms for expert identification can be developed for the Hydria platform, or appropriate existing
algorithms can be identified and tuned (e.g., [90–92]). Expert searches may also extend outside the
scope an Hydria installation (or a federated Hydria installations network), through the interfacing
of the Hydria platform to expert hiring and crowdworking platforms [93] as well as the adoption
and customization of algorithms for the synchronization of these tasks [94]. In all cases, all types of
modules developed for the Hydria system (e.g., analysis or visualization algorithms, or components
supporting expert identification and cooperation between users), as well as knowledge about best
practices, can be stored in shared and searchable repositories, providing a dynamic, evolving and
self-sustained ecosystem for the Hydria platform.
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